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Abstract

Millions of people worldwide have their Nervous system impaired resulting in the loss of motor
capacities leading to gait altercations. One of the most common, is the inability to successfully lift the
foot during the swing phase of the stride, and besides being outwardly visible and highly disruptive,
it can lead to further muscular compensations and atrophies. Functional electrical stimulation has
been proved to restore this motor function, where nervous synapses are substituted by electrical signals
made by external machines, which if applied to the leg muscles can elicit a proper ankle rotation.
Multiple researches on the topic have been done, but still many parameters are unclear or unknown
and variations to the off-load configuration by constricting the ankle with defined constraints are rare.
The work proposed relies on an in-vivo setup where ankle torque and angle, plus tendon displacement
outputs are recorded for a designated study group of four people, while changing external conditions to
an amplitude modulated input signal applied to the Tibialis Anterior. The dorsiflexion dynamics of the
muscle are exposed, and identified as a Blackbox model to maximize accuracy and as a Greybox problem
by constructing an musculoskeletal lower limb model in MSMS. The muscle intrinsic parameters and
each subject anthropomorphic data is estimated and fitting values compared with the experimentally
recorded outputs. A connection of neural fitnet methodology is introduced as an optimization alternative
to the Grey-box model parameter search, and different variations between Blackbox models are tested
to confirm statements.
Keywords: Functional Electrical Stimulation, Virtual Muscle Model, MusculoSkeletal Modelling Soft-
ware, MusculoTendon Unit Dynamics, Dorsiflexion.

1. Introduction

Motor neuron diseases (MND) are a group of pro-
gressive neurological disorders caused by degenera-
tion and death of Motor Neurons (MN), and thus
affect the ability to control essential muscle activity
such as speaking, walking, breathing and swallow-
ing [1]. While many improvements to the patient
life are possible, the disease remains incurable and
the cure elusive [2], with lack of continuous muscle
innervation, by and large leading to respiratory fail-
ure and eventually death within 2-4 years [2, 3, 4, 5].

Lesion on the innervation of the lateral corti-
cospinal Upper MN (UMN) tract or its ending
Lower MN (LMN) arising from the the L4 to S2
SC divisions (Common Peroneal nerve) may display
weakness or inability to actively dorsiflex the ankle
joint, known as Footdrop Syndrome [6, 3, 7, 8, 9].
LMN lesion leads to MN showing a complete lack
or only scarce ability to excite the muscle and to
the authors knowledge, there wasn’t been a sin-
gle certified and commercially available stimulator,
to treat Footdrop patients with LMN lesion even
though it represents around 70% of all the impair-
ment causes [8], however Functional Electrical Stim-

ulation (FES) system prove to be most suitable
when lesions act on UMN pathways since relevant
peripheral nerves between SC and muscle remain
with intact MU [10, 7, 11] and even though it is a
less prevalent cause, all patients with any sort of le-
sion on the lateral pyramidal tract UMN record an
average 52% chance of developing FootDrop syn-
drome [8], with 2 million people/year from stroke
alone [7].

1.1. Neuro-MusculoSkeletal system
Skeletal muscle is arranged in a structured assemble
of cylindrical units of decreasing size coated by con-
nective tissue. It encloses clusters of fascicles each
bundling tens to hundred of muscle fibers,which are
the prime cellular actor in the contraction process
wielding elongated myofibrils. These are special-
ized intercelular structures containing sarcomeres
in repeated longitudinal arrays separated by z-lines,
each made of thin and thick filaments. These con-
tain interdigitating proteins that form cross-bridges
as motor production element when an nervous sig-
nal reaches the fibre membrane and releases cal-
cium. Each skeletal muscle has a Motor pool, which
usually covers two or three Spinal Cord segments
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and each single LMN acts as a neuromechanical
transducer which tampers a given action potential
(AP) to contract multiple fibres, all at approxi-
mately the same time. To this neuron-fibers com-
plex we name a Motor Unit (MU) [12, 13]. Besides
neural inputs and muscle actuators, visible move-
ment is possible since skeletal muscle contraction
delivers the tension in fibres to a fixed component
in the skeleton which is accomplished by tendons.
These mediate transmission of mechanical loads be-
tween a compliant tissue (muscle) and a stiff one
(bone). The TA muscle end at the Tibialis An-
terior tendon that shafts into the side of the foot
and movement is allowed by the talocrural joint,
which is a diartrhosis synovial hinge joint articulat-
ing the distal ends of both leg bones with the foot
bone talus. It enables the foot motion in the saggi-
tal plane, known as dorsi and plantarflexion where
dorsiflexion is bending of the foot upwards (dorsum
direction) and plantarflexion, downwards (ground
direction). The anterior leg muscles are responsible
for dorsiflexion, where the TA reigns around 50% of
the cross sectional area and is perched as the chief
dorsiflexor of the foot [14, 15, 16].

1.2. FES Reasearch

FES forges the technique of MN stimulation by
bursts of electrical pulses with the goal of restoring
functional movement [17, 18]. The cardiac pace-
maker, was the first clinical useful application but
only in 1961 was FES introduced by Liberson et
al, in a pioneering development of the first mo-
tor neuroprotesis to correct Footdrop. In 1990, as
a candid alternative to the wheel-chair, appeared
Parastep 1 [19], the first FDA approved and com-
mercially available FES hybrid device. Ever since,
the structural architecture of commercial FES de-
vice has converged to an electronic micro-processor
stimulator, a control and actuator unit [17, 18, 20].
Most recur to artificial sensors mounted on the body
or from the body’s own physiological sensors to in-
put information to the High-level control algorithm
which identifies and switches between control states
provided by finite state machines(FSM). Less dog-
matic strategies are established for Low-Level con-
trol, by regulating the electrical wave parameters as
to ease fatigue or detect external disturbances [17].
No ”pure” closed-loop approach FES device is com-
mercially available in the market, that completely
fulfils this premises [7, 21], however state of the art
projects on neural prostheses tend to use machine
learning algorithms to optimize and adapt stimula-
tion to the patient gait demands [22, 23]. This bi-
ological inspired combination has proved to mimic
human control and enable anticipatory actions, but
imposes a need on additional system information,
often given by inertial sensors [7].

The boundaries of FES development is also
weighted upon better actuator technologies [23]
and so, implanted simulators acting directly on
the CNS are now receiving widespread endeavour
[11, 24, 25, 26]. Other emerging possibility is the
”router” system, where only the electrodes are im-
planted and the external controller activates them
wirelessly through the skin. Still, in research, less
invasive ad-adhesive surface electrodes applied to
the PNS pervade [27]

1.3. FES Activation

The whole FES compound cannot be neither bulky
nor obstructive to movement and surface electrodes
must be place over relevant muscles recruiting MN
preferentially to SN [28, 29]. The optimal, and
therefore typical FES stimulation waveform used
for human ankle dorsiflexion is a biphasic rectan-
gular pulse train with a frequency of 20 − 40 Hz,
an amplitude up to 120 V , and a pulse duration of
200− 400 µs [30, 29, 19, 31]. The biphasic, instead
of monophasic tone is to avoid electrolytic effects
and skin irritations. Two modelling theories for the
MU recruitment upon FES application prevail and
are often grouped, the first is to assume recruitment
in the inverse manner of Henneman’s size principle,
the other is that FES inherently recruits MU in a re-
peated non-selective tone, with no real control over
the MU that are being recruited and are always the
same MU to fire [32, 29].

2. Background
2.1. Muscle Dynamics

Neurons transmit discrete electrical impulses called
Action Potential which can only be frequency-
modulated and each neuron as an individual thresh-
old. If the MN is fired it will inevitably lead to an
AP that results is an isotonic twitch contraction in
the MU fibres, modelled as a myogram which traces
a tension over time relation depicting the finite time
gap required for contraction of the fibers. This actu-
ator response undergoes three main phases, firstly a
latent period,a contraction phase and the third and
last phase, called relaxation. If a consecutive AP
arrives, before the muscle fibre is able to relax, it
will increment in tension in a nonlinear summation
and develop a greater force output. For a sequence
of stimulus, the twitch time reduces and myogram
increments, resulting in a twitch wave called un-
fused tetanus or, if the AP rate increases further,
in a fused tetanus contraction, where the tension
will plateau and its physically impossible to dimin-
ish the time gap between the MU fibres contrac-
tion phases. The phases time period may differ
greatly, depending on which type of extrafusal fi-
bre predominates in the muscle and is actively be-
ing recruited. Mammalian muscles are composed
of two types based on the twitch duration: slow
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and fast (ST and FT) and preferentially, a single
MU innervates only one fiber type. The summed
up fibre twitches of activated MU in the MP de-
velop the overall muscle force output, and these MU
are coherently recruited during increasing voluntary
contraction, in an hierarchical order according to
its size (Henneman,1957)[33, 34]. MU containing
ST, which have the smallest cell body diameter and
therefore also threshold, respond to lower frequency
stimulation. They have a slow activation but ca-
pacity to maintain persistent and prolonged twitch
activity while FT have the biggest cell body and so
are recruited last but are also responsible for the
greatest strength and and fastest contraction. In
[35] and [36] the fibre distribution of the TA was
reported as 73% ST fibers to 27% FT fibers.

2.2. Virtual Muscle Structure
The Virtual Muscle Model [37, 38] combines the
major physiological processes underlying muscle
contraction are accurately described by grouping
mechanistic with independent phenomenological el-
ements. The aggregate behaviour proved to be
valid under untested situations, avoiding over-fit to
specific experimental data and adaptability to in-
between (not maximally) stimulation, joining com-
putational efficiency with a maximum generality.

The musculotendon unit (MTU) is perceived as
idealized mechanical components [39] containing:
the Contractile Element (CE) modelling changes in
muscle fibres force; the Parallel Element (PE) repre-
senting visco-elastic properties from connective tis-
sue; and the Series Element (SE) for the tendon
force-strain relationship. The parallel action of the
active and passive muscle force, strains the, in se-
ries, elastic clump through an intermediate inertial
element (mass M) along a PA inclination angle to
generate pulling force on the attached segment [40].

VM top-chart structure is a first-order nonlinear
differential equation typical of a Hill muscle model,
where the MTU produces force due to a neural
tuned muscle power derived from crossbridge motor
function which then relates to the angular velocity
of the joint by a steady tendon compliance. The
MTU force is the intersection point between muscle
and tendon force curves.

FMTU = Fm = FSE (1)

Since both MTU elements have to span the entire
length of the unit through all the joints it crosses,
we also have:

LMTU = LCE + LSE (2)

The CE models active sarcomere contraction dy-
namics generated by Force length (FL) and Force
velocity (FV ) relationships with an Activation
weight (α(t)). It is assembled in parallel with a PE

which consists in compressing (FPE1) and stretch-
ing (FPE2) components, also arranged in parallel
and together represent the muscle output.

Fm = FCE(LCE , VCE , t) + FPE(LCE , VCE , t)

= FL(LCE) ∗ FV (LCE , VCE).α(t)

+ FPE1(LCE , VCE)− FPE2(LCE).α(t)

(3)

The full VM equations for each element are stated
in [38, 41].

3. Implementation

The experimental time-series were obtained by ap-
plying successive electrical activation steps to the
TA leg muscle and measuring the foot shaft torque
(or τ [Nm]), ankle dorsiflexion angle (ϕ [deg or rad])
and displacement of the TAT ( ∆TX [cm] ) while
imposing 5 different pairs of stiffness (K [Nm/rad])
and damping ratio (dimensionless c) constraints to
the ankle joint. The subject remains in a sited and
upright position with a free knee joint flexion angle
of 90 deg and an initial ankle angle of 20 deg plan-
tarflexion, literature configuration which achieves
higher values of voluntary contraction [42] and sim-
ulates the toe-off point in an inpaired human walk-
ing gate where the biggest dorsflexion ROM is re-
quired [43]. The ankle is locked by having the foot
attached by an aluminium foot plate tool to a JR3
sensor and then by a 3D printed nugget to the 7th
joint of a KUKA LightWeightRobot (KUKA LWR).
Besides the adhesice 4 ∗ 4 cm2 FES electrodes, the
patient TA is also strapped with a 3D printed case
supporting an ultrasound (US) probe connected to
an Aloka Prosound 2.

3.1. Experimental Setup

Electrical Activation Electrical stimulation ap-
plied was a byphasic square FES wave with a pulse-
width of P = N = 200 µs, amplitude A = 100 V
and frequency F of 30Hz for T = 1.5 sec. It was
scripted to be applied in a consecutive order, by ei-
ther modelling the in-between amplitude to A = 0V
or A = 20V , respectively FES Voltage Modulation
A and B . In the former, the first pulse arises and af-
ter a delay of 6.5 sec, other 5 steps are applied with
a 3.5 sec gap between each, while the latter mod-
ulation has 7 equi-distant steps spaced by 4.5 sec
with a 5 sec initial delay. The electrical activation
wave was transformed into Activation U matching
the MSMS input form and denoting the amplitude
has the modelling variable. The real voltage ap-
plied was found using an Oscilloscope, with an 500
Ω resistance, which is commonly used to describe
cutaneous effects. The real peak-to-peak amplitude
of A = 100 V diminishes to A = 70 V and below
A = 20(14) V little or none muscle activation is ob-
served, and so Activation U drops sharply to zero.
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In-between values for decreasing voltage showed an
linear delay output, which has also taken into con-
sideration by applying a negative slope fall. The
signal was sourced from the client computer to the
Arduino Leonardo connected on a ISTIM 2018 stim-
ulator which plugs into a modular stimulation unit
(MSU) to transmit the controlled activation where
the deep peroneal nerve innervates the TA (Elec-
trode Position A). Other possibility studied was to
change the position to a infrapatellar frontal area
aligned with the TA saggital axis (Electrode Posi-
tion B).

External Ankle Constraints The seven DOF
KUKA LWR was used in position control to fit all
its joints as to adapts to each patient and isolates
the saggital movement of the foot into the 7th joint
angle of the robot. The Joint Specific impedance
control law was used to set the pair of stiffness
and damping constraints applied to the ankle joint
which represent different experiments within sub-
ject, and simulate external disturbances as terrain
or gate stages.

Experiment k001c07 k10c07 k50c07 k10c01 k10c1

K [Nm/rad ] 0.01 10 50 10 10
c [n\a] 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.1 1

Table 1: Stiffness and Damping labels and values

The remaining joints positioned as to fit each sub-
ject leg characteristics and were set with a stiffness
and damping values that minimize external distur-
bances.

Output - Torque Torque was measured by the
12 DOF JR3 force sensor with its z axis aligned with
the foot saggital plane and a resolution of 4.9∗10−4

Nm.

Output - Angle The dorsiflexion angle is mea-
sured using the incorporated joint displacement sen-
sor in KUKA LWR and extracted from SIMULINK.

Output - Tendon Displacement The Aloka
Prosound 2 was used to record the ∆TX upon con-
traction of the TA, by scanning the displacement
of the last point of attachment between muscle fi-
bres and aponeurosis/tendon, known as V-point. A
frame grabber collects the frames to the host com-
puter and the point is manually processed as acti-
vation shift its position.

3.2. Study Group
Four male adults were included in this study, with
a mean age of 29 years old (21-44) with each an-
thropomorphic depicted on Table 2. Trials 1, 4, 6

and 7 are considered as standard in rehabilitation
FES, showing how a pre-set activation input deviate
the output ranges. Trials 2 and 3 were conducted
with the 500 Ω resistance, in parallel with the FES
circuit to show how Subject 2 reacts to a new elec-
trode position and pinpoint the importance of soft
tissues characteristics to external voltage. Trials 5
and 6 show the importance of choosing a valid ini-
tial electrode display by having all the experiments
done with the electrodes in position A or B. In trial
3 each experiment has a slightly different deviation
from the B position, to highlight the possible out-
comes of activation in that area.

3.3. MusculoSkeletal Model
The musculoskeletal model used was built on
MSMS and structurally bears two rigid-body seg-
ments, representing the foot and lower leg linked
by a one DOF revolute joint simulating the ankle,
whose motion is restricted to the saggital plane and
moves by the contraction and relaxation of the ag-
onist TA and posterior antagonist muscles. The
MSMS project is exported to SIMULINK environ-
ment where is divided into 2 main layers, the Driver
subsystem accounting for VM properties, which are
then represented in Simscape MultibodyTM 1st
generation on the Plant subsystem. A feedback loop
of the MTU path lengths updates the forces driv-
ing the joints and the segments position/orientation
at each instant. Intramuscular FES Activation U
simulated electrical activation and an stimulation
frequency input was set as 30 denoting the 30Hz
frequency of the FES wave used.

External constraints imposed by the KUKA LWR
to the ankle were reproduced by a ”Joint Spring &
Damper“ block connected to the ankle system in
the Plant subsystem. The stiffness (K) imposed in
KUKA‘s 7th joint corresponds to the angular stiff-
ness parameter (k) of the block, for the damping
ratio (c) the Simulink block in MSMS uses an an-
gular damping β, which is dependent on c, K and
inertia of the foot (I), by the relationship in 4.

Experiment

Subject
Inertia
[kgm2]

k001c07 k10c07 k50c07 k10c01 k10c1

1,2 0, 058 0, 03 1, 07 2, 39 0, 15 1, 53
3 0, 051 0, 03 1, 00 2, 23 0, 14 1, 43
4 0, 059 0, 03 1, 08 2, 41 0, 15 1, 54

Table 3: β [Nms/rad] values for the study group

β = 2c ∗
√
I ∗K (4)

The τ and ϕ were extracted by adding a joint sen-
sor block connected to the ankle joint block in the
Plant layer. The ∆TX was estimated by subtract-
ing the LCE at every instant of contraction starting
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Figure 1: Instrumental apparatus

Subject Trials Experiments
Step

Responses

Age
Body Weight

[Kg]

Lower leg
length
[cm]

Foot Length
[cm]

ID no Parallel resistance
in FES circuit

Electrode Position Constant electrode position FES Modulation τ ϕ ∆TX

27 73 40,3 27,5 1 0 A 1 A 6 6 1
Subject

1

k001c07
2 1 B 1 B 7 7 7

24 62 44 27,5 3 1 B 0 B k10c07 7 7 7
Subject

2
4 0 A 1 B 7 7 7

k50c07

21 66 34 24 5 0 B 1 B k10c01 7 7 7Subject
3 6 0 A 1 B 7 7 7

k10c1

44 80 46.5 28 7 0 A 1 B 7 7 7Subject
4

Table 2: Subjects Antropomorphic and Experimental data

from the no activation phase and obtained directly
from the TA block in the Drivers subsystem. The
structural points of origin, wrapping, insertion and
shape of both muscles and the skeletal parameters
found in the Plant Layer for the rigid bodies were
all retrieved from the MSMS library. The moment
arm angle dependencies for the TA and antagonist
pair were averaged from [44, 45] as in [46] and I
parameter was estimated from MSMS available li-
brary and adapted for each subject foot lengths.

3.4. Black Box Modelling
Three NARX Black Box structures were cho-
sen, namely Lienar function NARX (LARX),
Wavelet NARX(WARX) and Neural network
NARX (NNARX) and started by considering the
system as Single Input Single Output (SISO) divid-
ing the 3 outputs in separate subsystems and apply-
ing independent identification techniques to each.
The models are estimated and tested for the Trial
1 IS. After, the system is considered an agglomer-
ate Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO) system
and identification techniques are trained and vali-
dated for the IS and compared against the VS for
all subjects involved.

For SISO, there is freedom to optimize 3 scalar
parameters corresponding to [na nb nk] regressor
set and so a brute force methodology where full
combinations of naε[1 : 10], nbε[1 : 9], ncε[1 : 9] was

implementeds. By parsimony, the least orders and
delay values that have the highest NRSME score
are the most reliable ones. For SIMO system, the
regressor set structures picked were to simulate 60
regressors orders picked as random, but maintaining
SISO constraints and causality (Rndm); regressors
order set as null matrixes and only custom regres-
sors are defined corresponding to the ones which
achieve the best NRMSE score in SISO for each
output (CRO); custom regressors reused, but ex-
tra orders and delays are allowed to be estimated
by the model (CRP ); A conservative regressor set
where the na order is always 5, and nb = nk always
2 (CSV ); and finally a more maxed out approach
where the na order is always 10, and nb = nk al-
ways 9 (MO). The NNARX series-parallel configu-
ration was used for training, validation and testing
phases for the IS. For SIMO study, the one-step-
ahead prediction models are closed into a solely par-
alleled structure and re-trained before being used
for multi-step-ahead prediction onto the VS. The
models chosen for such in each experiment consist
on the one each achieved minimum MSE for the IS
testing (minMSE), the one each achieved the mini-
mum average MSE between testing phases for open
and close loop in the IS (avgMSE), the net which
achieves the biggest drop from the set with 10 mini-
mums MSE (BgstDrop) and the best network using
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only one HLS (OneHLS).

3.5. GreyBox Modelling
The feasibility and accuracy of simulations for the
ankle dorsiflexion dynamics done by VM requires
tailored muscle morphometry, fiber-type and skele-
tal properties to be estimated in order to function
properly. Firstly, the optimal fascicle length L0 has
to be set, whichdenotes the distance from the point
of exertion and insertion of the muscle‘s tendons for
which fascicles are at a such length that the over-
all muscle produces F0. The range of values was
retrieved from [47, 48, 49, 46, 50] and the SolL0 is
an average between the lengths reported for the GA
and SOL muscles.

TAL0
- 4.5− 7.5 [cm](i) SOLL0

- 3− 6 [cm](ii)

Other key parameter is defining F0 matching the
force when Lce = L0 and used to finish the di-
mensionless relationships scale. Since the fibres
may be arranged with a PA, the cross sectional
area perpendicular to the fibers (PCSA) is used
by measure/estimating muscle mass (g), and con-
vert PCSA to muscle volume (cm3) assuming mam-
malian muscle density as tabled constant of ρ =
1.06g/cm3 in the following way [51]:

PCSA =
m

ρLce
(5)

F0 = ε ∗ PCSA (6)

The ε constant denotes the specific tension of
muscle, which default value for mammalian muscle
is 31.8 N/cm2 [41]. The muscle mass was obtained
from the estimations reported in [46] and the SOLm
refers to the added mass of the GA and SOL.

TAm - 220− 350 [g](i) SOLm - 850− 1350
[g]

(ii)

For the SE element, the scaling parameter LT0 has
to be estimated, representing the LSE for which
the LCE = L0 since the MTU is seen as a single
unit. Other parameter needed is the LMT

max, which
presents the maximum length the MTU can have
across all the configuration of the joints it crosses.
The value range was adapted from [46, 45, 52, 53,
54] plus the OpenSim data repository of [44].

TA
LT

0

- 35− 45 [cm](i) SOL
LT

0

- 15− 35 [cm](ii)

TA
LMT

max
- 45− 60 [cm](i) SOL

LMT
max

- 25−45 [cm](ii)

Both parameters are used to limit the relation-
ships axis of muscle and tendon curves and corre-
late with the force produced by the PE since it sets
the maximum muscle length allowed by:

Lmax =
LMT
max − LT0
L0

(7)

Experiments
k001c07 k10c07 k50c07 k10c01 k10c1

Parameter Set [i ∗ 11] 3409 5939 5347 4444 4974

NetAA 21 10 15 10 9
NetAA A 51 45 45 13 21
NetAA tx

HLS
45 55 45 13 21

Table 4: Parameter set dimensions(i) and HLS for
each MetaNN fitnet

The passive elastic force constant for FPE1 was
simulated to improve τ and ϕ curves and the SE
elasticity constant for the ∆TX output. This pa-
rameters range is not reported in literature for hu-
mans and relates to genetic factors specific to each
subject, and so the the range of admitted values is
bigger and the nominal values in [41, 38, 46] con-
sidered.

TAc1 - 5− 250 [N/mm](i) SOLc1 - 5−300 [N/mm](ii)

TAcT - 5− 150 [N/mm](i) SOLcT - 5−150 [N/mm](ii)

The TA was assumed as having ST/FT of
0.73/0.27 % and the SOL 0.70/0.30 % with one MU
for each fibre type. Both ρ and ε are known to in-
dependent of muscle fiber-type [41].

3.6. Response Optimization
Using MATLAB&Simulink‘s Sensitivity Analysis
tool, multiple combinations of parameters were ran-
domly sampled in a uniform and normal distribu-
tion over stipulated bounds. The sets were tested in
batch on the MSMS SIMULINK model with a triple
signal tracking requirement matching the model‘s
output signal to the experimental data obtained for
S1. The tracking method was SSE.

The parameters set which minimizes the tracking
error is saved and used as initial estimate for the
MATLAB&Simulink‘s Response Optimization tool
which parameter search here:

Simplex Search method - Uses the Optimization
Toolbox function fminsearch [55] to program the
Nelder-Mead non-degenerate simplex algorithm as
described in [56].

Pattern Search method - Uses the MATLAB
Global Optimization toolbox [57], particularly the
function patternsearch to scrip an iterative algo-
rithm which uses the Augmented Lagrangian Pat-
tern Search methodology [58] to solve nonlinear
constraint problems. Both Positive basis Np1 and
Latin Hypercube search methods were performed.

Gradient Descent - fmincon function uses first
and second order derivatives to perceive data
trends[55] by the called Active-set and Sequential
Quadratic programming optimization methods.

Meta Algorithm - Alternately, all the Sensitiv-
ity Analysis tool simulation parameters and the re-
spective SSE accuracy outputs sets to the tracking
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problem were used to generate a Neural Network
fitnet connection with the Neural Pattern Recogni-
tion app [59]. The linear correlation ratio set 8 rel-
evant parameters for the MSMS model which will
be used as features of the net ([i ∗ 8]), and the VM
accuracy results as targets([i ∗ 3]). The exact i for
each experiment can be seen in Table 4. A general
fitnet (NetAA) is trained with the full parameter
that predicts the output SSE accuracy of the three
outputs, plus two independent networks are trained,
again using the full parameter set but one network
only outputs the expected ϕ (NetAAA) and other
the ∆TX (NetAAtx). The 3 NN are connected to-
gether and both previsions for the ϕ and ∆TX are
each weighted by another two HLS NN ( Netp A
and Netp tx respectively). These receive the out-
puts prediction([2∗3]) for the general and personal-
ized NN for its respective output and compute the
final prevision ([1 ∗ 3]).

This system is named Meta NN and receives a
[1*8] input corresponding to biomechanial parame-
ters, and a [1*3] matching the expected accuracy of
VM for the τ , ϕ and ∆TX as output. This method-
ology, involves training multiple NN and finding the
best parameters costing an initial setup time, but
proved to be a time-saving approach if used as a
cost function substitute for the optimization algo-
rithms. The Meta NN constitutes the core of the
MetaAlgorithm by acting as cost function that we
want to minimize. The choice of parameter instance
([1 ∗ 8]) that will have a higher probability of min-
imizing the error in the Meta NN requires the use
of meta-heuristic specially the Genetic and Differ-
ential Evolution Algorithms (GA and DE, respec-
tively) were chosen. The multi-objective problem
will be solved by the combined action of both al-
gorithms to achieve an individual which has a min-
imum compromise between outputs calculated as
the average distance to the origin and displayed as
a Pareto front in a function value space ( three func-
tion values are plotted against each other).

In the beginning, the system initializes 3 vari-
ables (iz,ia,is) and is possible to define 3 buffers
(IZ,IA,IS). Depending if the variable ia is odd or
even, the decision making algorithm is chosen and
either DE or GA run IS iterations to find the pa-
rameter set with highest Meta NN function score
in the Pareto front. As is=IS, the best parame-
ter set (BPS) is saved and simulated on the MSMS
Simulink model with the triple signal requirement
and so their real VM output accuracy (OA) SSE is
assessed. This process repeats itself until IA buffer
is filled, which after we have a cluster of BPSs and
respective VM OAs with IA rows, 8 features and
3 outputs columns each. The bunch is used to re-
train the NetAA, NetAA A and NetAA tx and one
iteration of the full scale method as passed. When

IZ iterations have passed, the algorithm stops and
outputs the best scored BPS. In all the steps, it is
assured that the parameters tested are within the
bounds specified.

Except for trial 3,4 and 5 all the others retraine
the MetaNN at ia = IA with the original param-
eter set(Table 4 ), plus all the ones gathered until
that point during the algorithm functioning. These
three deviations had the MetaNN originally trained
by the full set, and then retrained only for the clus-
ter of ia found until that iteration.

4. Results
The gathered output data was divided differently
from subjects. The Trial performed on S1 was car-
ried in [46] and only has the ∆TX recorded for the
first activation. The first three responses are seen
as representative of the subject andchosen as Iden-
tification set (IS) for model derivation. The extra
5 responses available only for τ and ϕ are used as
Verification Set (VS). For the remaining subjects,
all trials have full step responses available. Each
of the 3 outputs has 7 step acquired per constraint
pair, which are averaged into a representative one.
The IS is then the collection of the mean obtained
for each experiment value at each time instance and
there is one set for each trial. The VS is the seven
full step responses per output, for each experiment
constraint pair. The last 6 Trials cover 3 different
subjects and have 7 steps for each of the 5 experi-
ments, resuming 210 step responses for each of the
3 outputs all to the same input activation. Trial 1
adds 30 τ and ϕ step dynamics and 5 ∆TX displace-
ment which also cover all 5 imposed constraints. All
response plateau ranges are available in Table 6 and
mean values between experiment and trial for the
three outputs depicted on Figures 2 & 2.

For the same activation level, the τ increases (de-
creases), ∆TX and ϕ decrease (increase) as joint
stiffness increases (decreases). The muscle motor
function reacts to the lack of angular rotation im-
posed by the high stiffness and achieves higher ten-
sions. The bigger τ achieved in all 7 trials was the
T7k50c07

τ2 for S4 which achieves 9.6 Nm and a 10 deg
dorsiflexion ϕ. The smallest τ was always achieved
for k001c07, where the response for each subject
is a sudden perturbation which fails to co-contract
the muscle and the measured τ signals are mostly
related to noisy involuntary twitches and JR3 sen-
sor sensitivity. This experiment low impedance
restriction, also makes it possible to register the
biggest angular rotation of 35.3 deg dorsiflexion,
from −28deg to 7 deg in T4k001c07

ϕ4 . At the opposite
side of the stiffness axis, the smallest ϕ is always
achieved for k50c07, specifically for T3k50c07

ϕ2 where
it dorsiflexes from −19 to −17 degrees plateau with
a 2.5 Nm τ . The effect on amplitudes obtained
for damping variations are nuances when compared
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MetaAlgorithm trial
Variable

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

MetaAlgorithm iterations IZ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 9 9 3 3 3
Retraining Buffer IA 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 35 20 20
GA/DE iterations IS 7000− (ia ∗ 500)) 1000 + (ia ∗ 500) 7000− (ia ∗ 500)) 1000 + (ia ∗ 500)) 4500 100 + (10 ∗ ia) ia4 4500 1500 ia4 1500 2000 6000

Table 5: MetaAlgorithm variations

to the stiffness, as the MTU system is considerably
fast and it reflects on similar plateaus obtained and
which are visible in Figure 2 by the overlapping
lines.

The ∆TX peak values for this study group varies
between T3k001c07

∆TX7 =0.7 cm and T2k001c07
∆TX7 =3.5 cm.

Note that both are from the person (S2) with the
biggest lower leg and for the same constraint values.
In fact, ∆TX working range seems to be chang-
ing according to the subject characteristics, since
higher ranges are for S2 and S4 with 1 to 2.5 cm
displacement, which also have the longest lower leg
length and so, probably also tendon. The lowest
ranges are for Subject 1 and 3 with 1 to 1.8 cm
and 1.3 to 2.5 cm and which have the shortest leg
segment.Overestimations may have occured due to
2 reasons, first the S2 leg was the longest and less
thick one, and since the US probe case has a fixed
opening the straps possibly left the leg more loose,
resulting in small deviations in probe-skin interface
which interfere with the US recordings. Other pos-
sible explanation is that different thickness involves
tweaks in the gain settings for the US acoustic sig-
nal, although this would be true for all subjects
and only S2 shows such high deviations. Neverthe-
less, it has been stated in literature that the TA
muscle is best examined with a 10 MHz and the
TAT with 12 MHz or even higher [60] and so aver-
age displacement values for all the experiments are
e presented in Figure 3. Generally higher (smaller)
displacement is observed for lower (higher) stiffness,
due the higher (smaller) angular movement allowed.
The mean value between all trials, for k001c07 is 2
cm, for k10c07 is 1.9 cm and for k50c07 only 1.6 cm.
For the k=10 other two experiments, the values av-
erage at 1.7 denoting a little importance of damping
factor in tendon elasticity. The mean ∆TX for S1
is 1.4, 1.8 for S2, 2 for S3 and 1.7 cm in S4.

In this report, the ∆TX reacts first then the τ
and finally ϕ with averages values of around 0.05,
0.8 and 0.15sec respectively. Electromecanical de-
lay is the general term used for this initial prepara-
tion time, and convers a number of biochemical phe-
nomena as synaptic delays and ionic propagation.
The results obtained in this study agree with pre-
vious literature, as measured in [61] from a F = 30
Hz, P = N = 100 µs for A = 5 − 20 V electrical
wave applied on skin electrodes and 150 kHz en-
coders that detect foot movement to been identified

in 0.04− 0.1sec range.

Opposing stiffness and damping to movement
influence on the stationary phase time depends
mostly on the subject. Nonetheless, the transient
rise response duration seem to vary little between
the study group for all three outputs but fall dy-
namics differ quite substantially. It can be seen
that for the Trial 1, the foot moves form plateau to
the original position much faster than all other Tri-
als, which may indicate added muscle contraction
by the plantarflexers which influences the results
and is not reported for the other 6 trials.It is also
possible to conclude that average active movement
varies between 2 to 2.5 sec for a 1.5 sec wave be-
tween the four subjects. The indifference of output
values to external damping is thought to be due to
soft tissue inside the human body that produce a
dominating damping influence.

4.1. GreyBox Models Performance

The Meta Algorithm methodology seems to pro-
duce advantageous results with the respective vari-
ations sitting on the podium for all the experiments
except k10c01. In fact, this is the only one where
MATLAB response optimization algorithms score
clearly higher than the Meta Algorithm variations
and the reason seems to be due to the decrease in
HLS used for the NetAA A and NetAA tx in the
Meta NN which are trained and cross-validated for
the original parameter set and fixed throughout ev-
ery algorithm variation for the same experiment.
Another concern might be the Parameter set length,
which may prove to be too small to effectively train
the networks. The average SSE for this experiment
between all 13 Meta Algorithm trials is 63 while
Pattern Search Algorithm average around 42. The
tool of Pattern Search with Positive Np1 pooling
method is in fact, the most present within the best
algorithm group followed by Meta Algorithm 13 and
11 variations.

For S2, the objective imposed was a nine-
requirement minimization with the algorithms try-
ing to achieve the best SSE agreement between the
trial‘s 2,3 & 4 τ , ϕ and ∆TX output at each it-
eration. Linear Correlation set 3 relevant param-
eters. The MSMS models rise start and transient
phase is overestimated for every experiment and the
rise start has a time delay which makes it faster for
the modelled curve than experimental one. The fall
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Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Trial 6 Trial 7

τ [Nm] −0.1− 0.5 −0.5−−0.4 0− 0.1 −0.2− 0 0− 0.1 −0.2− 0.1 0.2− 0.3
k001c07 ϕ [deg] 16− 20 13.3− 24.8 7− 12 23.7− 35.3 21− 28 22.5− 28.5 6.6− 15.6

∆TX [cm] 1.8 2.1− 3.5 0.7− 1.9 1.7− 3 1.7− 2.4 1.6− 2.6 1.3− 2.1

τ [Nm] 1.6− 2.3 1.3− 1.5 2− 2.4 2.7− 3.4 1.9− 2.4 1.9− 2.8 4.5− 4.7
k10c07 ϕ [deg] 7.5− 12.5 9− 12 11− 15 15− 17.5 10− 13 12− 15.3 18.8− 20

∆TX [cm] 1.5 2.2− 3.4 0.8− 1.5 1.5− 2.2 1.4− 2.4 1.7− 2.6 1.6− 2.3

τ [Nm] 4− 5.5 1.9− 2.4 2− 3 4.5− 6.7 2.8− 4.5 3.5− 4.9 9.1− 9.6
k50c07 ϕ [deg] 3.3− 5 3− 4 2− 3 6− 8 3.5− 5 4− 5.5 9− 10

∆TX [cm] 1 1− 2.3 1− 1.4 1.5− 2.3 1.7− 1.9 1.7− 2.1 1− 2.5

τ [Nm] 2.3− 2.6 0.7− 1.4 1.5− 2 3− 3.4 2.4− 3 1.9− 2.2 2.8− 3.2
k10c01 ϕ [deg] 12.4− 15.8 9.8− 12.3 8− 10 16.5− 17.7 12− 15 12− 13.7 15− 17

∆TX [cm] 1.2 1.4− 2.5 0.7− 1.2 1.9− 3 1.4− 2.3 1.9− 2.5 1.8− 2.4

τ [Nm] 1.3− 2.3 1.3− 1.6 1− 1.7 2.7− 3.5 2.2− 2.8 2.2− 2.3 2.8− 3.3
k10c1 ϕ [deg] 10.5− 13 12.1− 8.7 6− 9.6 16.8− 18.2 10.6− 13.3 12.5− 13 16.5− 19

∆TX [cm] 1.2 1.7− 2.1 0.8− 1.5 1.7− 2.9 1.3− 1.9 2− 2.5 1.3− 2.1

Table 6: Plateau range for the full VS response set for all trials

Figure 2: τ & ϕ mean values between Trial and Experiment

dynamics prove to be longer and linear in the ex-
perimental curves, but abrupt in the models The
dynamics of the modelled outputs are similar to
Trial 2 & 3 than Trial 4. For S3, the transient rises
and falls are again under and overestimated. The
time lead of around 0.1 sec observed is thought to
be due to skin impedance which increases EMD or
an underestimation of the foot inertia. Trial 5 dy-
namics are better captured than Trial 6 and linear
correlation ratio set 4 relevant parameters. For S4,
the model is unable to plateau at the amplitudes
recorded for τ .This is thought to be due to previ-
ous exercice that set the muscle as potentiated or a
posssible underestimation of the ST-FT percentage
for S4. The VM curves still show the drop after
deactivation which increases active time differences
and increases the error. In terms NRMSE the max-
imum values obtained were, 79 % for the τ , 67 %
for ϕ and 92 % for ∆TX

4.2. BlackBox Models Performance

For SISO case on S1, LARX structure achieve the
lowest NRMSE. The offset and affine function is
not enough to completely describe the output and
the utility of custom regressors is not applicable at
this stage. Still, the accuracy scores for the LARX
were satisfactory, with 71,83 and 92% average fit-
ting for the τ , ϕ and ∆TX between experiments.
The podium is presided by the NNARX with 96, 98
and 99 % and secondly the WARX structure with
73, 83 and 99 % average fitting for the τ , ϕ and
∆TX . For the SIMO case on S1 VS, and averag-
ing all 5 strategies for LARX and WARX, and 4
for the NNARX and particularizing for the each of
the outputs, the NRMSE value found was 66, 82
and 88% for the LARX, 60, 78 and 88% for the
WARX and 50, 69 and 74% for the NNARX. The
LARX model records the highest rank, followed by
the WARX and then NNARX and this is thought to
be caused by the workflow adopted. Since only one
response step is used to estimate 6, the LARX pro-
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Figure 3: ∆TX mean values between Trial and Ex-
periment

vides extra flexibility and is less probable to over fit
to specific data. The NNARX and WARX accuracy
would benefit from a bigger IS set containing more
consecutive response step dynamics. Nonetheless,
if both IS and VS accuracy are matched, the algo-
rithm which better performs on both is the WARX
structure. The NNARX OneHLS scores the low-
est, but uses only one neuron to justify an average
of 60% fit for all experiments. The minMSE and
avgMSE score the highest, with avgMSE averaging
at 67% accuracy and summit of 77% for k50c07 still
not able to surpass any LARX method. The MO
method score the highest mean NRMSE of 83% for
both LARX and WARX, followed closely by the
CRO. The CSV and CRO provide decent estimates
with 71 − 78% fitness and the peak average is for
MO on k10d1 with an 90% accuracy for all outputs
on the VS set.

For the rest of the subjects, the orders allowed
were estimated by the linear correlation to the out-
put curves and orders set equal to the number of
relevant parameter. For S2, the results between ex-
periment, show an average 73±7.4 % and 54±14%
for the Trial 2 IS and VS respectively. For Trial 3,
the IS shows a 79± 14 % and VS scores 55± 16 %.
For Trial 4 the results are 68 ± 7% and 45 ± 10%
following the same set order. For S3, the average
accuracy for all regarding all the experiments and
outputs, is 72 ± 3.4 and 54 ± 7.2 % for the Trial 5
IS and VS respectively, while Trial 6 identification
models average at 61± 18 for the IS and 50± 16.8
%. The highest average accuracy for the IS is 86
% and 66 % for the VS, while lowest NRMSE of
31 and 13 % for the IS and VS , respectively are
stated. The average fitness recorded is 61± 21, 9 %
for the IS and 46± 23, 4 % for the VS.

5. Conclusions

It is now, important to derive proper remarks about
the experimental setup used and establish future
routines for a better practice. Besides the already

commented US case, which ideally should have an
adaptable opening for the US probe a concise re-
mark about the usefulness of an adhesive gel has to
be mentioned. Since the leg is vertically disposed,
the US case tends to drop or basculate as the sub-
ject moves the foot on each step response, and so
it is vital that the surface between leg and probe
is not regular water-based US gel, but the adhesive
type. No subject reported high levels of pain for
electrode position A or B, but a rather discomfort
at A = 100 V was noted especially for the first acti-
vation steps which was diminished by applying the
parallel resistance. The pain and range of dorsiflex-
ion and inversion seem to vary greatly for electrode
position, which supports the use of implanted elec-
trodes in real rehabilitation cases. Some configu-
rations can illicit high levels of pain and extreme
inversion, and so activation position should not be
changed by the impaired patient. Other factors that
may add noise to the activation as sweat, tempera-
ture and pressure would also be negated. Concern-
ing electrical stimulation via Arduino, the external
connection via SIMULINK is first compiled to C
language and then to Arduino IDE, which proves
impossible to monitor in real time with SIMULINK
scopes and requires the obligatory use of an Oscilo-
scoppe for visual activation monitoring.

Greybox models drawn by VM and constructed
with MSMS show high levels of accuracy for S1 and
diminishes for S2, S3 and S4. The difference is re-
lated to the fall dynamics and how recoiling the
foot back to the initial position. Humans cannot
fully negate muscular contraction, and so a bigger
muscle set should be used to maximize MSMS accu-
racy, denoting more dorsiflexion responsible or an-
tagonist muscles which should be constantly acti-
vated since they control the plantarflexion move-
ment seen in the experimental dynamics. On the
other hand, this would increase the simulation time
even further, add dimensionality problems and re-
dundant parameters to an already complex model.
The description of many biological complexes adds
multiple features but some are very rarely accessi-
ble for most action, add very little extra accuracy
comparing to modified Hill type models. Sensitivity
analyses tools allow us to determine the uncertainty
and influence of the model parameters, which, as in
[54, 46], proved to be highly sensitive to uncertain-
ties and ambiguous between them, where clusters
of parameters should be set and counterbalanced
within and combination between them produce non
unique outputs, specially for the combination of L0,
LT0 and LMT

max, which also define Lmax.

For dorsiflexion movements performed, high im-
portance is attributed to the maximum MTU length
for both TA and antagonist group, since it defines
the plateau working region for the FL plateau curve
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at L0 which is the configuration used. Denoting the
meaning to the parameters used for the Greybox
model enabled biological difficult to set features to
be approximated for each subject individually. The
best fitted curves average values as shown in Ta-
ble 7. This are specific to each subject and are
derived from multiple step responses, external con-
straints and electrode positions to maximize gener-
alisation and validity is confirmed by the low values
of relative standard deviation (RSD) noted. The
highest results are observed for the c1 and ct. In
fact, these parameters do not seem to be indepen-
dent, and ratio between them is better definition
than optimizing each individually. They define the
slope of the FP and SE curves, which in the hu-
man working range SE should pose as the most,
besides FL. Nonetheless, all results obtained fall
inside the range observed before and reported in
[41, 51, 46].The importance in achieving tabled es-
timates for human subjects rises since most avail-
able literature parameters are for felines, mouses or
deceases patients.

The k10c07 experiment combines stable forces
with a movement on the saggital plane which is
practicable for gait porpoises in walking, running
and even sprinting. The MSMS maximum percent-
age for these experiment group revolves around 70%
for the τ , 66% for the ϕ and 80% for the ∆TX , while
the most versatile NARX model was WARX and
scored 84%, 84% and 89%. All Blackbox models
perform better than the VM for SIMO identifica-
tion on single step responses. For the VS set, the
best performance on these constraints is achieved
again by the WARX structure with 66 % fit for the
τ , 88 and 80% for the ϕ and ∆TX , while LARX top
at an average of 72% and NNARX at 64%. Sub-
ject one regressor set order of 10 proved to have
little accuracy advantages compared to na=4. The
MSMS model is impracticable to test for a VS set,
since a 45 sec activation wave would represent an
insupportable simulation time and since VM does
not take into account phenomena’s as fatigue and
ATP generation, the step responses would remain
constant throughout.

The time lead observed in all MSMS previsions
is thought to be due to skin impedance which in-
creases EMD or an underestimation of the foot iner-
tia and the indifference of output values to external
damping is thought to be due to soft tissue inside
the human body that produce a dominating damp-
ing influence.

5.1. Future Work

Future improvements to the work presented here,
are the following:

Experimental Setup - Improve the US record-
ings setup and if the goal is solely to achieve higher
VM accuracies, it can be stated that for each sub-
ject to voluntary plantarflex when deactivation is
felt.

Virtual Muscle Optimization - Increasing
the number of Plant parameters, include skin
impedance or retrieve fiber budging.

BlackBox Optimization - Understand the im-
provements of deriving models with more than one
step response and learning from multiple subjects
dynamics.

Neural Feedback - Record the levels of feedback
to the SC by setting FES activation to an already
co-contracted muscle.

Variations in Electrical Input - Record the
changes for amplitude modulation while imposing
the same constraints and observe how the output
signals differ.
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